
Report: Skin, Fur, Digestion

Miniature Pinscher Rudolph (3)

...suffering eczema already since he was four weeks old...

...stools have always been ...runny then the next they would be hard...

...always in pain when he poohed...

...vet treatments never worked...

He had his first proper firm pooh after one day only!

...his fur became fuller and very shiny

...after two months Rudolph was a completely different dog!

...alert, relaxed and much happier!

Dear PANEON Team!

I have had Rudolph for nearly three years. 



He is a Miniature Pincher, he was four weeks old when I got him. 
Since I have had him he has always suffered from eczema. His fur was always dry and 
dull and patchy in places. 

His stools have always been inconsistent, as in one minute they would be runny then the 
next they would be hard. He was always in pain when he poohed, I took him to the vet on 
various occasions. 

He was treated for piles but the treatment never worked and he carried on having 
problems with his bottom. His bum was so swollen and red like a monkey bum. 

I changed his diet and tried various dog foods ranging from dry to wet across the board, 
but nothing seemed to make any difference. I started to believe that Rudolph was always 
going to have this problem and there was nothing I could do to change it.

After speaking to you socially and mentioning Rudolphs problems, as you know, I started 
him on the natural dog food. If im perfectly honest I really didn’t expect any changes 
especially as significant as they were!

After only three weeks I noticed dramatic changes in Rudolph. His skin problem started to 
clear up, his fur became fuller and very shiny, but most importantly the yelps when he went 
for a pooh stopped! It was remarkable! He had his first proper firm pooh after one day only!

After two months Rudolph was a completely different dog! His whole temperament 
changed. He was alert, relaxed and seemed much happier.

As adults we are now in a world where we are very conscious of what we eat, as humans 
diet affects us dramatically. As a fitness expert I am very aware of what I eat. 

I have a daughter who suffers from tourette syndrome, where medication never worked. 
But with healthy diet we made dramatic changes to her life. I believe that this is the same 
case with my dog who since changing his food to the natural diet has benefitted massively 
from it.

It is the same for dogs as for humans - we are what we eat! 

I have seen the proof first hand in this incident.

SUSAN

Comment PANEON:

Dear Susan!
Thanks to Anja, that she talked to You, thanks to You for this great report!

We are always happy for getting another proof, that natural food helps for pets 
as well as for humans. This is again a good example how fast a pet can renew itself, since it gets 
the right nutrition. 

The digestion is a very important part and if disordered it is a very alarming sign shown by the 
body. We are glad you got in touch with Paneon and Rudolph could return to a carefree life!



You wrote that Rudolph already suffered eczema being only four weeks old. So, most probably, 
already his parents were not fed correctly.

Malnutrition leads to degenarative diseases which are even more fatal in puppy age as the skeletal 
and support apparatus can be damaged for the whole life. Degenerative issues like skin and fur 
problems are always caused by wrong nutrition, as our body tissue is built from it. 

Thanks for drawing the similarities to humans at the case of Your brave daughter. This is what we 
encounter all the time: people get convinced about this principle of renewing as they see it 
working with their pets. The only drawback with us humans in comparison: 
Our renewing cycle needs at least three times longer as it does for cats and dogs.

All the best to You, Your daughter 
and for renewed, happy Rudolph!

What's all about:

We are made out of our nutrition and nothing else!

Therefore it is clear that the quality of our body is related to the quality of our nutrition. This already 
starts at the nutrition of the parents. Naturally well caring and keeping is assumed.

Why does malnutrition have that catastrophic effects?

This catastrophy is normal nowadays. We see it at many new customer pets which are often 
already suffering hair loss, harsh fur in generall and weakness. Also serious degenerative diseases 
of joints, spine and heart are often the case.

That is pure effect of nowadays cause. As mentioned before we and our pets consist completely 
of nutrition. Just have a look which unbelievable ingredients are allowed for pet food:

• Flesh and animal byproducts
• Cereals and vegetable byproducts
• Thousands of chemical additives

If a product declares to consist of „100% flesh and animal by-products“ 90% may be bones, fur, 
feathers, claws, hoofs, horns and so on. 

Even worse these are often even the smaller part of the product while the main part is taken by 
„Cereals and vegetable by-products“ (often likewise mainly by-products). 

This could lead to heavy deficit of vital substances. Often there are even too many calories which 
cause overweight BUT still may show a vast deficit in vitamins, vital substances and tissue-building 
nutrients.

This is the cause that lowers the quality of our body and connective tissue which leads to weak 
bones, joints and heart. That is called degenerative disease.

The second main topic are pollutants. These are contaminations with enviromental toxins but 
even worse thousends of legal permitted chemical additives. You may be alarmed by the fact 
that there are many additives which are banned already for human nutrition beause of their 
known harmfulness!

This is the main cause, that food intolerance and allergies are very common, even worse with our 
pets than with humans meanwhile.



The most dangerous is that it lasts for years till the first symptoms appear. So it is nearly 
impossible to proof which ingredient or additive caused the damage of thyroid, pancreas, kidney or 
liver.

Strangely enough, additives are mostly officially „scientifically“ approved. These are such additives 
for color, smell, preservation and antioxidation, appearance and so on. They are certified to not 
cause any „acute damage“.

But „acute damage“ means: appearnace of a disease within days after digestion!

So these additions won't harm overnight. At least they don't harm within the few weeks of 
observations. For those studies they usually test on young, healthy cats and dogs.

Not to forget that these substances are proven one by one and not mixed together. Their 
interaction- and summation-effects are practically impossible to test. Because there are billions of 
possibillities and propabilities of mixtures and ingredients.

Damages which need months or years before becoming apparent are therefore not covered and 
are therefore completely legal. So ask yourself if you are really satisfied by this kind of „safety“.

And even more worse: Food intolerance are symptoms of allergies and the next step are already 
autoimmune diseases. It is known that people who suffer allergies are more likely to get ill with 
cancer. Cancer is also a well known „side effect“ of immune suppressive drugs, but You won't read 
about in official literature.

Therefore cancer is the normal effect if the immune system is weak -ore worse- turned off by 
medication. Cancer is already the most common cause of mortality at older cats and dogs in many 
places.

Now the good news:

What can I do to care and preserve health? It is easy: 

Avoid causes of illness!

• Strengthen the connective tissue
• Strengthen the immune system
• Avoid stress

Closing:

If natural food is given our body most likely is healthy. 
If we live a lovingly and stressless life. In short:

Keep toxins out, put in vital substances!
Keep stress out, put in happiness!
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